David S. Wall
P.O. Box 756 Newberg, Oregon 97132; [(408)-287-6878]

April 9, 2019

Via Electronic Mail

To: Senate Joint Memorial 7; Senator: Thatcher; Representatives: Noble; Post; [and many others].
Re: I DO NOT SUPPORT [SJM 7]. Please don't vote for [SJM 7], people (like me), will ridicule you!
"The New Green Deal" is the work product of the modern day Democrats. Who are the modern day Democrats?
Well, there are Leftist Democrats, Centrist Democrats and there are Conservative Democrats.
The Leftist Democrats are really Communists with a couple of dollars in their pockets. Lately, the Leftist Democrats have
taken up "Socialism" because they can't really fool people with communism anymore. The "Lefties" are trying to persuade
the voters, everything the voters want- they will get if you vote for them. Everything will be free. Doesn't matter what it is, it
will be free of charge. There is plenty of money and we are going to take the money from the rich any way we can and give
the money to you. You're going to go on a much needed diet, no more red meat-we're going to get the cows, starting in
Eastern Oregon via [SB 876]: regulations for large confined animal feeding operations. Honest, we will deliver on our
promises. In reality, a "Socialist" is really just a "Communist" with a self-inflicted, ulcerated rectum. They are liars, cheaters
and thieves when it comes to spewing their doctrinal New Green Deal manure.
The Centrist Democrat doesn't seem to exist anymore or are too afraid of the Lefties who might just beat them up. The
Centrist Democrat lives in the shadows and publically is a coward or cowardette. The Centrist Democrat usually has good
ideas and many great ideas but, no-testicles. When one thinks of a coward with no testicles and a cowardette having no
testicles by birth, the Centrist Democrat must be a political Hermaphrodite or "Hermi" for short. Without the necessary
testicular fortitude, the Centrist Democrat hides in the closet afraid to come out. Their good and great ideas to help our
nation are quashed from being bullied by the Lefties. There is No love and power base in the large tent for them.
The Conservative Democrat is a dying breed and realizes the Democratic Party has no room under the big tent for them. It is
a crying shame, really it is. There are some really smart conservative Democrats but they sure are lonely bunch. When all
things are said and done, the Conservative Democrats, are unfortunately institutionalized disillusioned door-stops and are
just two generous shots of tequila away from grudgingly becoming Republicans.
Now the Republicans are just Republicans. Except for the "RINOs" who are really Lefty drag queens. True Republicans
support; low taxes, minimal but reasonable regulations and small government. You get to keep the money you have earned
through your; God-fearing-good lifestyle choices, Bible in one hand-a gun in the other, education, innovation and hard work.
They are a generous to a fault but try to take advantage of their "giving ways" and they will "kick your..."-remember this is a
family show. And the aforementioned is just a small snippet on why President Trump will be re-elected in a landslide.
Now everyone should be trying to save the planet. Our oceans are a garbage dump that needs cleaning up. Landfills have to
be dug up and that buried filth must be recycled. Zero Waste is the goal for everything we use. We need to purify our
drinking water and the air we breathe. We need to plant trees to consume carbon dioxide and manage our forests so they will
not burn. We need to reinvent the Work Progress Administration and the Civilian Conservation Corps. We need to figure out
housing and health care without hurting poor people who cannot afford to live in our cities. We need our President, Congress
and Senate to work together and treat the Narco-traffickers and human-traffickers like we treated the Islamic State (ISIS). In
Oregon we need to plan for the next generation of farmers and how to throw the Lefties into the political dust bin.
Although there are many ridiculously stupid ideas contained in [SJM 7], there is one omission that would actually help save
the planet. If all the supporters of this cockamamie legislation were to "paint" a solution around their mouths that "microgreen salad seeds" could stick without falling off; when the seeds germinate and grow, the plants could absorb all the carbon
dioxide the Lefties would make. The Lefties would basically be "Chia-pets" and that is the only good use for them.
In closing, I know, deep-down inside your political psyches, you want to take this "New Green Deal" wrap it up like a tube
and shove it up the alimentary canals of; Jeff Merkley, Kurt Schrader, Peter DeFazio, Earl Blumenauer, Ron Wyden,
Greg Walden and Suzanne Bonamici (who really might like the green tube in the back door).

Respectfully submitted,
/s/ David S. Wall

